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 DATASTREAM NAVIGATOR 4.5 RELEASE 

 
 
 
 

In this new version of Datastream Navigator, we have incorporated a number of changes to make it easier for 
you select the series you require from the millions of time series available on Datastream. These changes 

include enhancements to - 

 The datatype search interface – this now uses the powerful text search, explorer and filtering facilities 
currently used for the series search - in order to facilitate the selection of the most appropriate 

datatypes for your analysis.  

 The preview pane which displays charts and metadata for the series to help differentiate between the 

series. This now displays-  
 Links to pages on the source’s websites that cover their press releases for Economics series  

 Dates the values for a series will next be updated for Economics series 
 Lipper codes for Mutual Funds 
 Thomson One codes for alternative Equity quotes 

 The list creation and editing facilities in the My Selections interface to support - 
 Series not currently held in the Datastream central servers or Navigator (but available in other 

Thomson Reuters databases) 
 Thomson One codes for alternative equity quotes  

 Series/datatype/expression combinations - BARC(DY), 009E(BARC), etc 

 Other facilities added in this version include -  
 Display of the number of series in each explorer node, and the option to select and view 

multiple explorers results pages 
 Addition of shortcut keys to move quickly around the explorer hierarchies.  
 The indentations to the decsriptions in the explorers, are now exported with the series to Excel, 

with a column for the indentation level 
 Return of the RIC code for the instrument selected when using the latest version Datastream 

for Office 

 More ‘recent searches’ for returning to previous searches and explorer selections. 

 
This version also operates with Internet Explorer 11. 



Enhanced facilities for searching for datatypes  

Datatypes for the selected data category can now be quickly searched using the same powerful text search 

engine behind the series searching facilities. Typing in text including wild cards -  * ? or similar terms such as 

EPS for Earnings Per Share will return a set of ordered results, which can then be filtered based on whether 

static or time series datatypes are required, and the source.  

 

In addition, you can use the explorer hierarchies to narrow down the results using the explorer trees available 

for the different data categories such as for the estimates provided by IBES. 

 



Selecting the row in the results will display notes on the datatype, and the explorer tree(s) which the selected 

datatype appears in to help you locate similar datatypes (click the link to display the explorer hierarchy 

required). 

 

Enhancements to the preview pane  

For Economics series, links to the pages on the source websites with the details of the press releases, have 

been added for key series in the notes section, along with the dates of the next releases.  

 



 

The Lipper codes for Mutual Funds and Thomson One codes for alternative Equity quotes (see enhanced list 
facilities screen below) are also displayed in the preview pane. 

 

 

Enhanced list facilities 

The list creation and editing facilities in Navigator have been extended to enable different quotes for the same 

security to be added to My Selections and to create a list  using these codes. 

 



 

Alternatively if you know the symbol for the quote – this can be typed in directly (even if not displayed in 

Navigator) – so the list can be used in other Thomson Reuters interfaces. 

 

Or you can add series with datatypes such as BARC(DY), FTSE100(RI), etc  where you need a single list with 

series with different datatypes, or Datastream expression codes such as 009E(BARC). 

Note: with these extensions to the list building and editing facilities in My Selections – Datastream for Office 

users visiting the List Editor from the Excel ribbon, will instead be directed to the My Selection list facilities in 

Navigator that now have similar functionality. 

Other enhancements in this new release 

A range of further enhancements are included within this release, including -  

The display of the number of series in each explorer node to help you identify the node most likely to contain 
series you need in your analysis, and the option if there are several smaller nodes to display the series in these 
together – the text searching, and filters are then available to use with the combined results set . 

 

 
 



An extended set of shortcut keys are now available to move quickly around the explorers. Pressing E when the 

focus in on the Navigator page will display the explorer hierarchies – then the arrow keys can be used to move 
up/down and across the page. For lists of countries that are sorted alphabetically – entering the first character 
of the country will move to the first country in the list with subsequent presses moving through those countries 

starting with that character. 
 

 
 

When an explorer tree with indentations is exported to Excel, the descriptions are indented to reflect these 
indentations in the table, and a column with the indentation levels is included to show the layout of the series 
from the source. 

 

 
 



The RIC code is now selectable in the preview pane to return this to the latest version of Datastream for Office, 

 

 
 
and more ‘Recent Searches’ for returning to previous searches and explorer selections are held. 

 

 
.


